
We’re Not Called To ‘Go Native’
There  could  possibly be  a  tendency  for  believers  coming  into  the  knowledge  of  the  Kingdom  to  be
emotionally diverted into thinking that a back-to-nature or hippie lifestyle is fitting for Father’s sons. This
possibility needs to be addressed to save future mishaps by this misunderstanding.

As Father’s original plan has been reinstated following the arrival of the Kingdom onto the Earth with Jesus’
work in the 1st century, we are being taken back to the condition of Adam in the garden near Eden. With the
release of the Spirit permanently inside each believer and with a life of spirit-to-Spirit communion, we are
in the same relational position with the Creator as Adam and Ezer1 were. Added to this, we have been taught
by our King of our adoption as sons and our role in the Kingdom which includes dominion over the Earth as
Father’s  representatives.  (This  paradigm is  not  fully  outlined  in  this  article  as  it  has  been  dealt  with
elsewhere.) 

However, we have not been given ‘blanket’ instruction from the Spirit that we are all to physically live as
Adam and Ezer lived. 

Following Christian myths and paintings of the garden (such as the one above)2 can cause our imaginations
to lead us into a false lifestyle. Switching to a vegetarian diet or living in basic conditions in the bush are not
imperatives that sons need to do to be true to the reversal of the Kingdom lifestyle. Living nude in the bush
like Adam and Ezer could also be construed as appropriate by some believers, but this would be a mistake. 

There are pressures from culture that could feed into a move to the aberrant lifestyles listed above so that it
seems a logical conclusion to those who make the decision to change. Paleo dieting, vegetarianism, animal
liberation,  anti-society,  anti-establishment,  ‘nature-is-best’ mentality,  etc.,  are  all  current  ideas  that  can
indoctrinate  Kingdom  citizens  so  they  are  unable  to  distinguish  between  Kingdom  living  and  fringe
lifestyles.

UNLESS  the  Spirit  directly  tells  a  person  to  live  in  any  back-to-nature  or  hippie  lifestyle,  and it  is
confirmed, no changes should be made to the way a person lives. Even moving house or to another location
should not be done without the King’s directive.

1 – The descriptive status of Adam’s wife even though he named her Eve.
2 – By Lucas Cranach the Elder - The Yorck Project (2002) 10.000 Meisterwerke der Malerei (DVD-ROM), distributed by DIRECTMEDIA 
Publishing GmbH. ISBN: 3936122202., Public Domain, commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=149737
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Why so pedantic about this? Because our responsibility as sons is to comply with Father’s instructions, not
to go off and ‘do our own thing’ – even if we think the Bible says so. Those of us who know we are sons
and are learning to live as Kingdom citizens have not been given universal instructions to change to a back-
to-nature or hippie lifestyle. It may seem logical to make such changes, but it’s not what we’ve been told to
do.

God set up Israel from scratch as his people, using Abram, after he disinherited all the nations. Israel’s
existence, apart from being in relationship with God, was to demonstrate what the Kingdom of God was like
on Earth so that  the nations  of  the world could be brought  back into God’s  family again.  Abram was
renamed Abraham and was given a promise, a destiny for his lineage, to become the father of many people
groups. Abraham was given no instructions to go native, even though his entourage started out as wanderers
in tents.

The group’s destination was Canaan which was to become their homeland. There they were to live in the
cities that others had built and they were told to be productive. They were never told not to live in cities,
only that certain cities were to be set aside for specific functions. They were  not told to follow animal
liberation practices, but to use beasts of burden and have livestock for food. They were not told to be ‘green’
and environmentally friendly, but were informed that the land contained iron and copper3 – obviously to
mine. They were given the plans of the stone temple which replaced God’s tabernacle. God never told Israel
he was offended because the temple was decorated with gold as it had been mined. And, the returning
Israelites were told to rebuild the walls of Jerusalem after the Babylonian exile.

If Israel was to be a model of the way God wanted his people to live in their day, the shift from nomadic
tents to walled cities is pretty telling.

Today  with  the  environmentalist  and  animal  rights  movement  indoctrinating  society,  there  could  be  a
tendency for Kingdom citizens to think that these paradigms are appropriate for the Kingdom lifestyle. It is
easy to see that a back-to-nature movement could begin in those who are fully committed to living in the
Kingdom. This error could eventuate in a mass exodus from cities to rural communes just like the adherents
of monastic life centuries ago.

Some important information needs to be grasped to help correct the way we think about life in the Kingdom
as it stands at the present moment:

• Impact culture with Heaven – This is our prime directive. The light and salt of the world must be in
society to have any effect.

• Inventions are available from Heaven – Our King has told us that there are inventions waiting to be
released to his people. Inventions are to help civilization progress, not for regression to a subsistence
culture.

Reiterating,  we have not  been called to return to  a  ‘native’ style  of living which the green movement
espouses. We must allow the Kingdom to override what our society is indoctrinating us into and remain
focussed on where our King is leading us. The reversal to the edenic lifestyle, as we have been instructed by
the Spirit at the moment, is about life in the Spirit, co-working with Father to be about his business, and the
re-establishment of our role as overseers of the planet as his representatives. We await more instructions.
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3 – Deuteronomy 8:9
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